
Wireless burgl ar al arm syst em



High  technology for wireless syst ems



Tecnoalarm products are renowned for their modern and elegant designs: 

true home furnishings originated from the successful collaboration 

with Pininfarina, one of the world’s most prestigious labels of industrial design.
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A complet e product range
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Since 1977: 
more than 40 years
of research and innovation

Tecnoalarm, established in 1977 and motivated

by a great passion for security, has immediately 

placed great emphasis on advanced technological 

research and on the development of simple

but effi cient solutions that meet the requirements 

of the market. 

Quality and a high level of innovation very soon 

allowed Tecnoalarm to dominate the market 

and boost its growth. Today, the company 

is leader in Italy and strongly present in the world.

The company form Turin (Piedmont) devotes

a lot of resources to improving the competences

of the professionals of the sector and pursuing 

solutions that conform to the valid standards.

Its commitment to constant evolution is based

on the brand’s pillars: technology,

innovation and design, entirely made in Italy.

A brand   wit h a long hist ory
and   in const ant  evolution  . . .

since 1977
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App Evolution: 
system control and management
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Evolving the wireless
burglar alarm system

The innovative features make it the most advanced 

wireless burglar alarm system in its category,

with a memory capacity of more than 30,000 events. 

Easy access management

Another distinctive feature is the simplicity

of access management through app,

wireless key, console or RFID card.

Video Verifi cation

The app receives and views the photos taken

by the cameras of the infrared detectors. 

Integrated home automation

The system manages the most common technical 

applications for residential use, implementing

also smoke and temperature detectors. 

Communication formats 

3G, 4G, IP 

Ant i-int rusion   made easy
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How Evolution works 
and what it is composed of 

The detectors signal every attempt at burglary

to the control panel which triggers the alarm signal. 

The sirens start sounding and the event is notifi ed

to the user and/or the central monitoring station.

Thanks to the app Evolution, it is possible to verify 

whether an intruder is actually trying to break in

or a false alarm has been released,

e.g. by an open window.

Control panels

The highly performing control panels satisfy

the protection requirements for any environment.

Control units 

The transponders are the most classic control device. 

Typing a code is something that we make every day. 

Whatever kind of control unit is chosen,

it will be practical, intuitive and automatic.

Detectors

The vast range includes indoor and outdoor 

detectors that signal the presence of potential 

intruders before they break into your home.

Alarm devices

The sirens, equipped with sophisticated 

anti-tamper devices, serve as a deterrent 

to potential intruders.
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An automated security system:
feeling safe during 
the day and at night 

During system programming, it is possible to defi ne 

automatically triggered routines.

According to requirements, it is however possible 

to activate or deactivate single zones 

autonomously through the control units or the app. 

Example:

In the morning, when you get up, the outdoor 

protection will remain active while the indoor 

detectors will be deactivated to allow you 

to roam the home. 

When you leave for work, you can arm 

the entire system program either automatically, 

manually or through the app.

In the evening, before you go to sleep, 

the outdoor protection will be activated. 

In addition, it is possible arm the indoor detectors, 

while some of the zones may be excluded 

to allow you to move freely inside the home.

Easy syst em management 
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App Evolution:
real time notifi cation 

In addition to the classic modalities, 

such as voice call, SMS and e-mail, 

the events are reported by push notifi cations 

directly on your mobile phone.

The app also permits the remote management

of the systems with simplicity and ease:

- isolation/re-integration of zones

- interaction with home automation 

- event verifi cation through pictures  

   that show the rooms of your home in real time

   (Video Verifi cation).

Creation of menu shortcuts to make

the daily operations even more easy. 

The interactive menu can be consulted  

for any necessity and at any time:

control your system with a hand.

A simple and   int uit ive app
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Il  tuo mondo in una mano

17

The new Evolution app 

for the new generation 

Tecnoalarm systems 

enables you to control 

the principal functions 

of your alarm systems 

and to manage them 

simultaneously 

on your smartphone 

or tablet.
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Icon of the 
Evolution app

to control and manage 
your system

The Evolution app allows you to manage all your systems simultaneously: 

principal dwelling, company, store, cottage in the mountains, cottage at the seaside or other. 

After installation, the app is immediately active, just tap on it.
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To get started, add a system by pressing the + button.

You can create Shortcuts to quickly access some functions.

The Notifi cations page allows you to view the communications sent by the systems.

The single notifi cations can be or marked as read/unread or deleted completely.

Notifi cations
icons

List of 
notifi cations

Shortcut
icons

Icons 
selected 

to identify your 
systems
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Once you have added your systems, you can select and manage them simultaneously after entering the Access code.

The below navigation bar allows to navigate the pages of the app: Programs, Zones, Remotes, Photos, Events.

The Programs  page indicates whether an alarm is active (bell with fl ashing red signal) or has previously been active 

(bell with fi xed red signal).

Insert 
your 

Access code
here
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The Zones page allows you 

to verify the zone state and, if requested, to take a photo.

Icon that identifi es 
an excluded or isolated zone

Icon that identifi es 
an open zone 
and/or the possible 
presence of an intruder
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The Remotes page provides the switches to activate and deactivate the home automation systems 

connected to the control panel: turn on the lights, open the garage door, manage the heating.

Activation 
and deactivation 
switches
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On the Photos  page, you can view the photos taken during an intrusion attempt, 

with all the relative details, and if need be, download them on your mobile device for processing of the event.

Viewing 
of a 

single photo

List of 
notifi cations
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The Events  page shows all the activities of the control panel.

Use the Filter by category to show/hide some of the events (Programs, Zones, Alarms, Photos etc.) 

for a better reading.

The Search bar allows you to make a specifi c search.

Search
icon

Filter 
icon
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In order to be able to synchronize the systems on your mobile devices, sign up for a user account. 

After login, you will immediately receive the notifi cations of all your control panels and be able to use the shortcuts. 

In addition, each time you change your device, the list of control panels is automatically added and updated.

At any time, you can modify your data and control your devices.

If you do not have an account yet: enter your email address and a password to sign up. If you already have an account: login.

List 
of devices 

associated 
to your 

account

Enter 
your email 

address 
and your 

password 
here 

to login
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General events
e.g. alarm call issues

Zone in stand-by
The detector does not signal any intrusion

Program
Arming of a program

Isolation
Permanent deactivation of a zone

Program
Disarming or bypass of a program

Battery*
One of the system components signals low battery

Arming failed
Arming could not be completed successfully

Failure*
One of the system components signals failure

Remote control
Activation of one of the available remotes

Connection*
Control panel connected (online)

Remote control
Deactivation of one of the available remotes

Access
Access made by code, wireless key etc.

Open zone
The detector signals an intrusion

Timer
Cyclic functioning tests programmed on the control panel
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Panic/Hold-up*
A hold-up alarm is active or has previously been active

Programming update
Programming of the control panel updated 
but not yet synchronized

System OK
System working correctly

Programming not downloaded
Programming of the control panel 
must urgently be downloaded

Supervision*
One of the detectors has lost the connection 
with the control panel

Maintenance active

Masking*
One of the detectors signals the partial 
or total masking of the lens

Power supply missing*

Alarm
One of the zones signals or has previously signaled 
a burglary attempt

Photo
Zone/Detector with idle camera - no photos being taken

Tamper alarm*
The system signals or has previously signaled 
a sabotage attempt 

Photo
Zone/Detector with busy camera - photo being taken

* The icon changes color depending on the page on which it is used.
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The Tecnoalarm installer:
your contact person 

Qualifi ed and always available:

the installer is the one to rely on. 

Inspection

The installer assesses all the risk factors

that determine the performance level of the system.

Project

The installer analyzes the data collected 

during the inspection and submits his project.

Installation and start-up

The installer installs the system, explains

the functioning and trains you on the correct use. 

After testing the correct operation 

of all the components, he delivers the necessary 

documents, such as the instruction manual 

and the declaration of CE conformity.

Preventive maintenance

The installer prepares a program of preventive 

maintenance that allows to regularly check

the functioning of the system components,

both locally and from a distance, and will always

be available to provide advice and assistance. 

Advice and   assist ance





Evolution  . Securit y made in Ital y



www.tecnoalarm.com

c/Vapor 18 (Pol. Ind. El Regas) - 08850 Gavá - Barcelona (España)
Tel. +34 936622417 

tecnoalarm@tecnoalarm.es

495, Rue Antoine Pinay - 69740 Genas - Lyon (France)
Tél. +33 (0)4 78 40 65 25 - Fax +33 (0)4 78 40 67 46

tecnoalarm.france@tecnoalarm.com
Agence de Paris: 125, Rue Louis Roche - 92230 Gennevilliers

Via Ciriè, 38 - 10099 - San Mauro T.se Torino (Italy)
Tel. +39 011 22 35 410 - Fax +39 011 27 35 590

info@tecnoalarm.com
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